BABY CZ TOKEN OFFICIAL TOKEN
ABSTRACT
One of the newest and most attentive crypto currencies, BCZ Token, is led by a team of
developers and marketing professionals aiming to create a buy-now or pay-later token. The
tokenomics revolve around the fact that BCZ (BCZ Token) and is linked directly to your BCZ
wallet. Users can buy or sell BCZ tokens and utilize them as store credit at no cost.
Ideally, the team aims to create partnerships with exchanges and platforms that support the
development start-up crypto currencies in the DeFi space. BCZ credit will be used to make
purchases at local vendors in order to expand the security of spending digital assets on a
regular basis. With every buy or sell, a percentage of BCZ tokens will be burned to LP in turn
to increase the evaluation of the token. An integral part of this credit card is that BCZ tokens
will never need to be converted to fiat in order to use BCZ credit as it will necessitate a
direct conversion.

BABY CZ Token ($BCZ) TOKENOMICS
Binance Smart Chain Contract :

0xd76cfee199534c9ba1c490d708d016acef3f683c

Total : 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

Max Supply : 800,000,000,000,000,000,000
Burn 10%
Roadmap Phase 2

Burn 10%
Roadmap Phase 3
Team %0

BABY CZ Token (BCZ) Tokenomics: Gas fees can be high and discourage buyers from purchasing
tokens. Our team has decided to launch BCZ Token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and lock
liquidity on PancakeSwap to help avoid unreasonable gas fees. By having a low gas fee, and

operating cost we are able to take the extra savings and give it to charity without taking it
out of your wallet. BCZ Token can be purchased with Binance Coin (BNB), the native token of
BSC. Lower fees and liquidity locked in a trusted exchange will lower the barrier for entry and
assure that developers are revoking permission to the initial funds that are raised by the
project. Liquidity funds are raised on each transaction, allowing the freedom to trade while
still providing stability to our market.

ROADMAP
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Token Launch

Cz Bear Hunter mobile
develope.
Android Application

1 New Exchange

10.000 Telegram
members

IOS Application

4,000 Hodler

Staking

10% Burn
CZ , RT Event
Cz Bear Hunter
mobile
gamepublish.

Major Exchange

Launch Token Website
Telegram , Twitter ,
Reddit

3.000 Telegram family
Apply for Livecoinwatch
members
Apply for Listing on
2,000 BCZ Hodler
CoinMarketCap
10% Burn
Apply for Listing on
CoinGecko

5.000 Telegram family
members

6.000 Hodlers

Donations to charities

Begin Marketing on
Social Media
Apply for Coin Vote sites
1000 Telegram member
1000 BCZ Hodler

Team Addresses
There are no team tokens given to any team members. Team members will be hired as needed,
and paid a Bi-weekly wage. All tokens paid to employees will come out of the marketing funds
on an as needed basis.

Wallets
Pool : 0x88aeff568577000612fe6f3783cdd706dae906cf
Burn : 0x0d0e68f66e195956d136a62dafbcaec683e01bf4
Team : None

All information on these wallets are available on demand on bscscan. If you require more
information, please reach out to us and we will be glad to help.
Web : https://babycz.co
Twitter: https://twitter.com/babyczco
Telegram: https://t.me/babyczco

